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Has anyone tried gluing . . .
Posted by lstyer - 2008/02/03 15:47

_____________________________________

I have a couple glue-related questions.
First, I was thinking about how cool the Ogre's Den set is and how there are a few uses that would be
much better served by a single room rather than the usually-more-useful modular system, but it's my
understanding that Dwarven Forge doesn't plan on going that route again. Has anyone tried gluing
modular pieces together to make single rooms? If so, what kind of glue did you use and how well did it
work out?
Along those same lines, I have a few pieces that are broken and I'd like to put them back together.
Finally, I think it might be cool to get some of the extra wood floors from the Medieval Building Set and
stick some stone walls from the Fantasy sets on them, just to vary up the wall situation on MBS
buildings.
============================================================================

Has anyone tried gluing . . .
Posted by Djtherapy - 2008/02/06 03:26

_____________________________________

I like to use the Df stuff for Dioramas as well as gaming. With that being said, I plan on getting two 5
3/4" X 5 3/4" pieces of sheet metal to glue floor pieces on. I will then fill in the bowtie spaces. These will
be for Ogre's Den type rooms, like you have suggested. In fact the measurements are exactly the same
as the Ogre's den. Completed rooms will make for a quick Dungeon build.
I will either do a blacksmith shop, torture chamber or wizard's study with these rooms not sure
yet...the possibilities!
As for the glue I'm gonna use Elmers all purpose. I'll let you know how well things turn out.
============================================================================

Has anyone tried gluing . . .
Posted by lstyer - 2008/02/07 19:20

_____________________________________

The dioramas are a cool idea. I was just thinking about quick dungeon setup, but setting up some full
rooms, furnishings and all is a cool idea.
============================================================================

Has anyone tried gluing . . .
Posted by Djtherapy - 2008/02/08 17:03

_____________________________________
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I Was lucky to find a friend who could get sheet metal pieces cut for me. Unfortunately, I will not have
these to base the premade rooms for this weekends gaming. Therefore, I have the DF boxes stacked
and ready to load in to the VW for Sunday....6 boxes!
============================================================================
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